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TUNISIA SET TO HOST AFSTA CONGRESS 2022 IN MARCH
By Daniel Aghan | AFSTA Communication Officer I daghan@afsta.org
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INSIDE THIS EDITION...

Tunisia’s Djerba Island, 
known for its beautiful 
beaches and dramatic 

sunsets will host the 22nd AFSTA 
annual Congress from 28th 
February to 3rd March 2022.

This was announced by the 
AFSTA Board of Directors on 
30th September 2021 as the 
curtain of the 21st Congress 
were drawn in the beautiful city 
of Mombasa, Kenya.

According to the President 
of AFSTA, Mr Azariah Soi, 
the Mombasa congress 
was a resounding success 
notwithstanding the dark clouds 
which hung over this event caused 
by the COVID-19 pandemic.

“We salute all the delegates 
from across Africa, Asia, Europe 
and America for honoring us with 

domestic consumption. Meat 
(chicken, sheep and cattle) 
and vegetables (tomatoes and 
potatoes) represent important 
commodities of trade too.

• Tunisia set to host 
AFSTA congress 2022 
in march

• African seed market 
records growth

• Be on the lookout 
for new tomato virus, 
scientists warn

• Nigerian farmers just 
can’t get enough of 
GMO cowpea seeds

• Plant variety protection 
benefits farmers, 
breeders in Kenya

your in-person participation in 
this congress,” he said.

While welcoming the move to 
award the next Congress to 
his country, the Chairman of 
Tunisia Seed Trade Association 
and AFSTA past President, Mr 
Riadh Gabsi, noted that Djerba 
will provide great beaches for 
visitors and a calm environment 
to network and trade with each 
other. He added that Tunisia is 
ready to host the Congress 2022 
and the National Organizing 
Committee is working tirelessly 
to ensure that it meets the 
expectations of the delegates.

The main cereal crops in 
the country are wheat and 
barley. Tunisian farmers also 
grow olives, dates and fresh 
fruits for both export and 

afsta congress 2022 
online registration open

The online registration for 
the AFSTA Congress 2022 
is now open. 

To register, please visit 
the AFSTA website (www.afsta.org) 
and click on the AFSTA Congress 
2022 logo, which will redirect one to 
the various links, including that of 
the online registration.

Once you finalize registration, please 
book your room at Royal Garden 
Palace, the Congress hotel. 

“Maximum precautions will be 
observed and all the directives of 
the Tunisian Government related to 

the health measures will be applied 
as our highest priority is the safety 
of all the delegates, said Mr. Riadh 
Gabsi, the chairman of the National 
Organising Committee (NOC). 

Gabsi, who is also the President 
of Tunisia Seed Trade Association 
(UTICA) added that his committee 
will keep on updating delegates 
on COVID-19 situation in Tunisia 
regularly.

The Congress will be held in Djerba, 
an island in South Tunisia renowned 
for its beautiful sandy beaches 
and beautiful, peaceful and silent 
countryside. 

One of the best ecological 
destinations in the World, this 
island preserves its traditions and 
its unique architectural theme.

People in Djerba are culturally 
distinct from mainland Tunisians 
and preserve many of their 
traditions and unique architecture. 

The island is also known for its 
dramatic sunsets and therefore a 
popular tourist destination. It is 
one of the few remaining places in 
Tunisia where Berber language is 
still spoken. It is the largest island of 
North Africa with a total population 
of around 160,000.
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Nigeria seed Council: 
We supply West africa with 
50% of seeds

tanzania: 
seed agency outlines major 
seed production plans

Pollination: 
first global estimate of 
pollinators released

The Board and Staff of the African Seed Trade Association wish all our 
members, partners and readers great health, happiness, peace and 

prosperity this Christmas and in the coming New Year, 2022.
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The National 
Agricultural Seeds 
Council (NASC) says 
Nigeria supplies more 
than 50 % of quality 

seeds that are being utilised in 
West Africa.

The Director-General of the 
Council, Dr Philip Ojo disclosed 
this in Abuja, while speaking on 
preparation for activities to mark 
the 2021 annual SEEDCONNECT 
Africa Conference and Exhibition.

Ojo said the campaign 
aimed at promoting use of 
improved quality seeds and 
other agricultural enhancing 
technology for productivity 
gains was led by the Minister 
of Agriculture, Dr Mohammad 
Abubakar.

He said that Nigeria had received 
invitations from other countries 
in West Africa that were interested 
in studying its seed production 

system.

“Other countries in West Africa 
are coming to learn what makes 
us big in seed production. We 
have gotten invitations from 
Cote d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone and 
Gambia”.

“Ghana will be coming with its 
delegation to come and study 
what we are doing here,” Ojo said.
In his remark, the Agriculture 
Minister urged Nigerians to adopt 

improved quality seeds for the 
country to be food secured.
He said planting of adulterated 
seeds would not only lead to 
poor yield, but would hamper the 
country’s economic prosperity.

Nigeria is the giant of Africa and it 
will continue to be, agriculture is 
the engine room of any economy, 
if you look around the world you 
will find out countries that are 
self-sufficient are the best.

“Planting of quality and improved 
seed is about the growth, 
development and our economic 
prosperity,” Abubakar said.

He however urged Nigerians not to 
buy seed without ‘SEED CODEX’, 
an electronic verification and 
authentication system introduced 
by NASC to enhance the efficiency 
of seed certification.

National seed Council: We supply 
50% of seed in West africa

Dr Philip Ojo - the Director-
General of Nigeria seed 

Council. 
Source| g9ija.com

a bt cotton farmer in Nigeria captured in his field. the country 
supplies the West african region with nearly 50% of certified seed.

Photo Credit | Vincent Yusuf

“We have a unit in the seed council that 
is concerned with making sure that 
good quality seed is sold, if there is no 
‘CODEX’, do not buy.

“Let us all be the ambassadors of the 
use of good quality improved seeds, 
let us help the ministry police those 
that are trying to sell adulterated 
seeds,” Abubakar said.

https://www.vanguardngr.com/2021/11/50-of-
seeds-utilised-in-west-africa-sourced-from-
nigeria-%E2%80%95-nasc/
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Tanzania’s Agriculture 
Seed Agency (ASA) 
has outlined major 
seed production 
transformation plans 

to ensure self-sustaining and 
availability of improved seeds for 
the farmers across the country. 

In an interview with the Guardian 
recently, ASA’s CEO, Dr Sophia 
Kashenge said the transformation 
will include increasing both 
quantity and quality of seed 
production. This will range from 
increased seed production to 
improved seed infrastructures. 

Dr Kashenge said the transformation 
aims at meeting the quality 
seed demand for many farmers 
and investors due to increased 
awareness and huge response 
on improved seeds. Citing an 
example, she said for the past 
five years, ASA has increased 
production of improved seeds 
from 784 metric tones per annum 
five years ago to more than 2,947 
metric tones currently. Similarly, 

tanzania: seed agency outlines 
major seed production plans

By Gerald Kitabu

the number of seed plantations 
increased from 3 plantations to 
14 farms. 

The ASA chief executive said 
that the agency is also planning 
to increase the number of 
seed plantations to have 
enough plantations for seed 
production. 

“We think that the population 
is increasing but the size of 
the land remains the same. In 
the next five to six years, there 
will be shortage of land for 
expansion of our plantations” 
she said. 

She added that at least 10 
seed plantations are currently 
effectively used to produce 
improved seeds. 

ASA has also embarked on 
establishment of massive 
and modern production 
infrastructures and farm 
implements. The seed Agency 
has also expanded areas of 
drying seeds on almost four 

farms. 

“We have also increased housing 
facilities for our staff and 
workers. These are the plans to 
be implemented this year and we 
believe these plans are going to 
transform seed production and 
availability to the farmers in the 
country,” she noted. 

Dr Kashenge called on the 
communities surrounding the 
seed plantations to seek improved 
seeds and plant in their respective 
fields so that they don’t spoil 
the improved seeds from the 
Agency farms. She said that seed 
is a key input for improving crop 
production and productivity. 

Improved seed is pivotal in 
improvement of food security 
and farm household livelihood. 
Increasing the availability and 
quality of seeds can increase 
the yield potential of the crop 
by significant folds and thus, is 
one of the most economical and 
efficient inputs to agricultural 
development. 

Dr Kashenge said ASA has seen 
personal commitment President 
Samia Suluhu Hassan not only 
on strategic crops such as Maize, 
cotton, cassava, Sun flower, Oil 
Palm, Sisal but in all crops. 

ASA has also witnessed 
promotions of private sector 
involvement on local seed 
production as well as promoting 
friendly seed production 
environment, all these have 
contributed to the increasing 
trend for improved seed produced 
locally in the country.

https://www.ippmedia.com/en/
business/asa-outlines-major-
seed-production-plans

Dr sophia Kashenge, Chief Executive Officer at agriculture seed 
agency, tanzania. Source | thecitizen.co.tz
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About 175 000 plant 
species – half of all 
flowering  plants – 
mostly or completely 
rely on animal 

pollinators to make seeds and so to 
reproduce. Declines in pollinators 
could therefore cause major 
disruptions in natural ecosystems, 
including loss of biodiversity.

This is the finding from a paper, 
“Widespread vulnerability of plant 
seed production to pollinator 
declines”, published in the journal 
Science Advances on 13 October 
2021.

Dr James Rodger, a postdoctoral 
fellow in the Department of 
Mathematical Sciences at 
Stellenbosch University (SU) and 
lead author, says this is the first 
study to provide a global estimate 
of the importance of pollinators for 
plants in natural ecosystems.

The study, involving 21 scientists 
affiliated with 23 institutions from 
five continents, was led by Dr James 
Rodger and Prof Allan Ellis from 
Stellenbosch University (SU). It is 
a product of the Synthesis Centre 
for Biodiversity Sciences (sDiv) in 
the German Centre for Integrative 
Biodiversity Research.

Prof Tiffany Knight from the 
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental 
Research and a senior co-author, 
says recent global assessments 
of pollination have highlighted a 
knowledge gap in our understanding 
of how dependent plants are on 
animal pollinators: 
“Our synthetic research addresses 
this gap, and enables us to link 
trends in pollinator biodiversity 
and abundance to consequences 
for plants at a global level,” she 
explains.

While most plants are animal-
pollinated, most plants also have 
a bit of auto-fertility. This means 
they can make at least some seeds 
without pollinators, for example by 
self-fertilisation. However, until this 
study, the question, “How important 
are pollinators for wild plants?” did 
not have a clear answer at the global 
level.

The researchers used the contribution 
of pollinators to seed production 
— measured by comparing seed 
production in the absence of 
pollinators to seed production with 
pollinators present — as an indicator 
of their importance to plants. 

Data on this existed but were spread 
out in hundreds of papers each 
focusing on pollination experiments 
on different plant species. 

Three databases were combined 
in a new database for the current 
study. It includes data from 1 528 
separate experiments, representing 
1,392 plant populations and 1,174 
species from 143 plant families and 
all continents except Antarctica.

The findings show that, without 
pollinators, a third of flowering 
plant species would produce no 
seeds and half would suffer an 80% 
or more reduction in fertility. 

first global estimate of 
pollinators released

two honey bees collecting pollen. Source  |worldatlas.com
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Therefore, even though auto-
fertility is common, it by no means 
fully compensates for reductions 
in pollination service in most plant 
species.

“Recent studies show that many 
pollinator species have gone down 
in numbers, with some even having 
gone extinct. Our finding that large 
numbers of wild plant species rely 
on pollinators shows that declines 
in pollinators could cause major 
disruptions in natural ecosystems,” 
Dr Rodger warns.

Prof Mark van Kleunen, from 
the University of Konstanz and a 
co-author, says it is not a case of 
all pollinators disappearing: “If 
there are fewer pollinators to go 
around, or even just a change in 
which pollinator species are most 
numerous, we can expect knock-

on effects on plants, with affected 
plant species potentially declining, 
further harming animal species and 
human populations depending on 
those plants. Pollinators aren’t only 
important for crop production, but 
also for biodiversity.

“It also means that plants that do 
not rely on pollinators, like many 
problematic weeds, might spread 
even more when pollinators 
continue to decline,” he adds.

Dr Joanne Bennet, a co-author 
from the University of Canberra 
who curated the GloOL database, 
says another disconcerting factor 
is the positive feedback loop that 
develops if pollinator-depending 
plants decline or go extinct: 
“If auto-fertile plants come to 
dominate the landscape, then even 
more pollinators will be negatively 
affected, because auto-fertile 
plants tend to produce less nectar 
and pollen.”

All is not doom and gloom, 
though, according to Dr Rodger. 
Many plants are long-lived, 
opening a window of opportunity 
to restore pollinators before 
plant extinctions occur from 
lack of pollinators.

“We lack high quality long-term 
monitoring data on pollinators 
in Africa for example, including 
South Africa, although some 
work has been started in this 
regard. We hope that our 
findings will stimulate more of 
this kind of research, so that we 
can detect pollinator declines 
and mitigate their impacts 
on biodiversity,” Dr Rodger 
concludes.

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/
L i s t s / n e w s / D i s p F o r m .
aspx?ID=8664

AFSTA Congress
AFSTA 

CONGRESS 
2022

Djerba, Tunisia, 28 February - 3 March 2022 
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Golf tournament
There will be a Golf Tournament on Sunday 27th February 2022 at the Royal Garden Palace in Djerba, Tunisia. 
You can register for the golf tournament on the Congress Online registration form by selecting “YEs”.

Registration fees
When registering online, Non-afsta members do not require a registration code. For AFSTA members and other 
categories, the Congress registration code will be given to you by AFSTA Secretariat. The registration fees (in US$) 
for the Congress 2022 are as follows:

Category Early Bird Late Registration Onsite Registration

 Before 31st January Before 31st January   afterfebruary
 2022 2022 2022
  
AFSTA Members 650 700 910
AFSTA Member Spouse/Child 250 300 390
AFSTA Non-members 1,050 1,100 1,430
Non-Member Spouse/Child 350 400 520
Tunisian Civil servants 450 450 -
Exhibitors 450 450 -
Trading Table (AFSTA members) 300 300 -
Trading Table (non-members) 400 400 -
Exhibition Booth (3 x 2 X 2) m 1,200 1,200 -

2-African Seed Magazine Rate card (USD)
Front cover (inside)  2,500
Centre spread (two middle pages) BOOKED 3,500
Back Cover (inside)-  2,000
Back Cover (outside) BOOKED  3,000
Full A4 page  1,000
Half Page A5  600

3-Web Adverts (1 year on www.afsta.org home page)
AFSTA Members  300
Non-Members  400

Information on afsta Congress 2022
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Register now for the AFSTA Congress 2022 and enjoy the Early 
Bird discount by clicking on https://www.afsta.org/congress/ and 

then click on the congress logo to register

afsta WEB aDVERtIsEMENt
AFSTA Secretariat offers online advertising opportunity for all members on a first-come first-served 
basis as the advertisement slots are limited. Your logo will be placed at the top right hand side of the 
homepage and will flash alternately as it currently on our website (www.afsta.org)

Your logo will be linked to your website or if you want to advertise a particular product you can send 
us artwork to be linked to your logo. The cost of the website advert is US$ 300 for AFSTA members and 
US$350 for Non members for a period of one year.

Contact : Charles Nyachae, ICT & Logistics Officer on: charles@afsta.org

EDItORIaL:
• Aghan Daniel, Communication and Advocacy Officer
• Charles Nyachae, ICT and Logistics Officer

Disclaimer:
The African Seed Trade Association takes every precaution 
in verifying the accuracy of information supplied by its 
Secretariat, but does not accept liability for errors, which 
may nevertheless appear in this publication. Submissions 
by contributors to the publication may not necessarily 
reflect the views of the AFSTA Secretariat, the Board or its 
members.

Contacts:
AFSTA Secretariat
Tel: +254 – 20 – 242 9017
E-mail: afsta@afsta.org
Website: www.afsta.org
Twitter:@AFSTA_Seed
FaceBook: AFSTA_Seed

UPCOMING EVENts
1. Jan 28 - Feb 1, 2022: ASTA’s 61th 

Vegetable & Flower Seed Conference, 
Manchester Grand Hyattt San Diego, 
California

2. 28th Feb - 3rd March 2022: AFSTA 
Congress 2022, Djerba, Tunisia.

3. 16th- 18th May 2022: ISF Congress 
2022, Catalunya in Barcelona, Spain


